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About Greater Manchester Talent Match
Greater Manchester Talent Match (GM Talent Match) was a Big Lottery-funded programme. It brought together the
private, public and voluntary, community and social enterprise (VCSE) sectors to support young people aged 18-24
who had not been in employment, education or training for twelve months or more and who needed extra support to
help them along their pathway to work. GM Talent Match supported young people in all ten metropolitan boroughs of
Greater Manchester. A five-year test and learn programme, GM Talent Match ended in December 2018.
The GM Talent Match partnership was led by Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary Organisation (GMCVO)
and included Greater Manchester Combined Authority, Greater Manchester Youth Network (GMYN), private sector
employers, the Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce (GMCC) and chaired by Cllr. Sue Murphy (Deputy Leader
of Manchester City Council).
The GM Talent Match vision was that Greater Manchester will be a place where all young people are valued
and supported to realise their employment potential and enjoy fulfilling lives.
This study is one of five Critical Learning studies that highlight key learning from GM Talent Match.
Building on the legacy of GM Talent Match, in March 2019, GMCVO began leading a new youth employment
programme: Greater Manchester’s Hidden Talent. The two-year programme (2019-2021) will work exclusively with
hidden young people: young people who are not employed, not in education or training, and not claiming the benefits
to which they are entitled.
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partners who were interviewed as part of the research process.
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academics, professional and policy bodies, whose research and reports we have drawn upon.
The author takes responsibility for any inaccuracies or omissions in the report.
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Glossary
Beneficiaries

Demand side/supply
side
Employer
engagement
Employer
involvement
Employer Workshops
Host Organisations
Pathway

Young people aged 18-24 who were registered on the Greater Manchester Talent
Match programme. All young people had been out of employment, education or
training for more than 12 months.
Employers represent the so-called ‘demand side’ of the labour market, employees
and those looking for work are the ‘supply side’.
The proactive contacting of employers to raise awareness of GM Talent Match and
discuss the possibility of offering, training, mentoring, placements and jobs to young
people.
The involvement of employers and businesses in the strategic decision making of
the GM Talent Match partnership.
Events organised by the Project Team bringing multiple employers together in
themed discussions on issues surrounding youth unemployment.
Organisations commissioned to employ Talent Coaches who worked directly with
young people as part of the Greater Manchester Talent Match programme.
A discrete course of action established by an employer or connected group
of employers that supports a young person through a scaffolded programme
of engagement. The process is predicated on the guarantee of concrete job
opportunities for suitable candidates.

Project Team

A team of staff responsible for coordination of GM Talent Match. They were
predominantly employed by and based at Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary
Organisation (GMCVO) - the lead partner on GM Talent Match.

Talent Coaches/

Talent Coaches were employed by organisations commissioned by GMCVO. These
are referred to as Host Organisations. Coaches worked with young people one-toone, helping them on their journey to employment.

Coaches
World of Work visits

Workplace visits for young people coordinated by the Project Team. These offered
the chance to develop work-related skills and gain an insight into the careers
available within an organisation.
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his Critical Learning report examines the
approaches the Greater Manchester Talent
Match programme took to engaging and involving
employers. There were three initial aims:

 To show how GM Talent Match worked with
employers from both an engagement and
involvement perspective
 To highlight the challenges the programme faced
when working with employers
 To show what success looks like by identifying
employer engagement strategies/approaches that
produce the best outcomes for long-term unemployed
young people
The findings from these aims permeate the seven Critical
Learning points around which this report is structured.
These recommendations can inform how future voluntary
youth employment programmes work with employers
and are also instructive for employers who are looking to
broaden their talent pools and actively pursue a course of
social justice and inclusion. Each Critical Learning point
was arrived at with due consideration given to employers’
growth needs.
The recommendations will feed directly into the employer
engagement strategy for GM Talent Match’s follow-up
programme, Greater Manchester’s Hidden Talent.
Each recommendation will be explored discretely and
in more depth in this report.

Critical Learning Summary
1. Involve the right kinds of
employers in programme
partnerships and include them
in key decision making. Establish
clear communications between
them and other stakeholder
groups.
Partnerships should involve employers in strategic
decision making. Doing so imbues programmes with a
sense of business realism and demand-side reasoning.
Employers involved in programme governance should
ideally be invested in programme principles. They should
understand the approach of support workers, sympathise
with young people’s perspectives and lead by example in
terms of exhibiting good practice.
Programme managers and their teams have a
responsibility to ensure dialogue between involved
employers and support workers is clear and regular.
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2. Bring employers and young
people together to create
new networks and facilitate
understanding
Networking events should provide a stage for young
people to promote themselves and ask questions of
employers.
When employers meet with young people, discover their
backstories and listen to their aspirations, they are better
able to sense their potential.
By breaking stereotypes a ‘fear factor’ is removed.
Networking events serve to ‘humanise’ employers in the
eyes of young people who realise that employers want to
help. Conversely, employers understand that unemployed
young people want to work and possess skills that can
benefit them.

3. Channel programme resources
in a way that maximises the
potential for change. As part of
this consider recruiting employer
engagement staff with clearly
delineated responsibilities.
Working with employers is the joint responsibility of lead
partners and frontline support workers.
A clearly written employer engagement strategy –
available to stakeholders at the earliest possible
point - can ensure stakeholders recognise where their
responsibilities start, end and overlap.
Such strategies should reflect the fact that youth
employment programmes with limited resources
– particularly those delivered by the VCSE sector should look to work where the most gains can be made
(brokering individual relationships on behalf of support
workers can be time consuming)
Convincing companies to change recruitment practices
represents a relatively ‘easy-win’. Hosting workshops
bringing employers together is also a good use of
resources, as is coordinating World of Work visits
whereby multiple young people gain vital insight into what
a job looks like and meet face-to-face with employers.
Having a designated member of staff on a programme
to facilitate employer engagement activity is an effective
way of building strong and fruitful relationships with
employers.
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4. Build a business case for
employers that stresses the
benefits of engaging with
unemployed young people.
Due attention to businesses’ resourcing needs must
underpin engagement work.
Support programmes must stress how providing
opportunity positively impacts growth and productivity.
There are many strands to this argument – young people
may be able to plug a skills gap, bring new ideas or
represent a best-fit in terms of retention of staff.
Where Coaches and young people agree to it, the
availability and merits of in-work support from Coaches
can be conveyed to employers. The fact programmes
like Talent Match – where Coaches have a more intimate
knowledge of young people – involve a lot of holistic
and work-readiness support, should be conveyed to
employers.
Inclusion and diversity interventions should be argued
for on the basis they can benefit all employers. Support
programmes should champion the fact that employing
unemployed/marginalised young people contributes to
employers fulfilling their social value responsibilities.

5. Strike the balance between
engaging different sized
employers.
Different sized employers can facilitate different kinds
of opportunity for young people and engage in different
engagement activity.
Larger employers have the capacity to host workplace
visits and attend workshops/discussions on pertinent
topics. With knowledge gleaned from workshops and
also by having their recruitment processes scrutinized
by young people, representatives from larger employers
can then make change or pursue the case for it with their
colleagues.
Smaller employers on the other hand have the flexibility
to respond to and accommodate more ad hoc requests
from support workers and young people. Programmes
should take advantage of local small and medium-sized
enterprise (SME) networks – such as Chambers of
Commerce - to gain access to these employers.
When engaging with all employers, engagement officers
and support workers should be mindful of making initial
‘asks’ too demanding and risk employers disengaging.
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6. Take advantage of existing
employment pathways.
Creating sustainable pathways into work from the ground
up is time consuming for youth employment programmes
with limited time/resources. Well-developed relationships
with employer representatives should be capitalized on to
access pre-existing pathways.
Due diligence should ensure pathways are suitably
pitched for young people and has necessary built-in
support mechanisms.

7. Wherever possible evidence
outcomes to shape future delivery
and influence policy makers.
Measuring the impact of engagement activities and
drawing correlations to employment outcomes can be
difficult. However recording where young people entered
work is more routine.
Detailed recording of employment outcomes (size of
employer, sector details, apprenticeship type, wages)
builds an evidence base from which to influence industrial
strategies, employer charters and other inclusive growth
initiatives.

Introduction
Young people’s journeys on GM Talent Match were
always about more than ‘getting a job’. In overcoming
debilitating personal issues, battling trying life
circumstances and opening themselves up to opportunity,
beneficiaries achieved all manner of personal milestones.
The programme’s tag line was ‘shaping journeys towards
employment’. The holistic support delivered by GM Talent
Match unquestionably geared journeys towards reaching
these milestones.
Somewhere on every journey is an employer. Some
symbolise the end of a young person’s course of selfdiscovery and skills development, others shape and
influence this very process. Either way, employers are the
‘gatekeepers’ to work. As summarised by UK Commission
for Employment and Skills, “...they create jobs in
response to the labour requirements of their enterprise”.1
These requirements are “...in turn determined by the type
of economic activity that the business is engaged in and
the production techniques available to it.” 2

1 Hasluck, C. (2011) Employers and the recruitment of unemployed people: An evidence review [Online]. UK Commission for Employment and SkillsTalent
Match. Available at: https://dera.ioe.ac.uk/13251/1/evidence-review-employers-recruitment-unemployed.pdf
2 Ibid
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The primacy of employers in the labour market forms part
of the rationale for looking at how Greater Manchester
Talent Match worked with them.

that focus on how more people can benefit from and
contribute to economic growth rather than just increasing
the amount of growth.4

The aims of this Critical Learning are also shaped by
requirements laid down by the programme’s funders.

The recently agreed Greater Manchester Good
Employment Charter will encourage and support
employers to identify and provide good jobs and deliver
opportunities for people to progress and develop. The
charter’s calls for flexible working, fairer recruitment and
a living wage should embolden the employer engagement
strategy of GM Talent Match’s follow-up programme,
Greater Manchester’s Hidden Talent and other GM-based
employment programmes.

In 2013 The Big Lottery identified an important role for
employers within each of the 21 regional Talent Match
partnerships.
Partnerships would ensure employers provided
“meaningful, supported employment opportunities for
young people”, build “more meaningful partnerships
between employers and voluntary sector organisations”
and improve the provision of local employment pathways.
Working directly with employers was also embedded
within two of GM Talent Match’s strategic aims. The
programme would:
 Connect employers with young people and the
organisations supporting them, helping them to
understand each other better
 Identify innovative approaches to supporting young
people towards employment
The findings of this report
are relevant to the Greater
Manchester Strategy’s vision
of, “An integrated approach to
developing good jobs”. According
to the strategy, “Employers need
to be at the heart of creating
good jobs…providing people
with the opportunities to train and
progress in work, with secure
work when they need it, but flexibility to fit their individual
circumstances.” 3

Employment outcomes for beneficiaries are just one
measure of successfully working with employers.
Engagement and involvement strategies, can be
measured to asses their sustainability and efficacy
in bringing about wider attitudinal changes amongst
employers. Indeed GM Talent Match followed a selfimposed mantra, outlined in early programme briefs: “At
the end of five years, if all we have done is supported 500
young people into work and we haven’t created lasting
change, we will have failed”.

Methodology

The theme of creating
the right kind of
opportunity is one that
permeates all seven
recommendations.

Recommendations will show how employers can shape
work experience, apprenticeships and jobs that are
responsive to both the circumstances of long-term
unemployed young people and business needs. The
theme of creating the right kind of opportunity is one that
permeates all seven Critical Learning points.
The Greater Manchester Strategy also determines to
deliver a significant improvement in living standards
by raising the productivity of high-employment sectors
such as retail, tourism and construction (which currently
account for over a quarter of all employment in Greater
Manchester). These sectors were the most accessed by
GM Talent Match beneficiaries. Whilst they fall outside
the strategy’s so-called ‘prime capabilities’ and ‘enabling’
sectors, the new Greater Manchester Local Industrial
Strategy (to be developed by early 2020) presents
an opportunity to develop policies and interventions

A review of relevant literature was carried
out to provide contextual information on the
topic of employer engagement in relation
to youth unemployment. This literature
feeds into and is referenced throughout this
research (rather than being contained in a
discrete literature review).

In-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with
two members of the GM Talent Match Project Team: the
Programme Manager (2015-19), and the longest serving
Employer Engagement Officer (2017-18). The other
current Programme Manager was available for impromptu
questioning throughout. Her assistance was invaluable
in directing the author toward historic programme
documentation and data sets. This included, contract
documents, meeting minutes, governance reports and
relevant information stored on the ActiveCollab project
management tool.
In-depth in-person interviews were also conducted
with two staff members from the Greater Manchester
Chamber of Commerce (the Chamber of Commerce
was a programme partner and a key broker in employer
relations). Comprehensive telephone interviews took
place with a corporate social responsibility manager at a
leading construction firm, and a small business owner.

3 Greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk. (2017). [online] Available at: https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/1084/greater_manchester_summary___full_
version.pdf [Accessed 8 Mar. 2019]
4 Hawking, M. (2019). How Local Industrial Strategies can deliver inclusive growth. [online] JRF. Available at: https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/how-local-industrial-strategies-can-deliver-inclusive-growth [Accessed 11 Mar. 2019].
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Several other, shorter telephone interviews with Talent
Coaches also took place.
All interview transcriptions were coded in line with
emerging themes using NVivo software.
Feedback from young people and employers had been
collected (and compiled) throughout the programme - in
event feedback forms, earlier research, news stories and
case studies. Relevant quotes, figures and opinions from
this material are referenced throughout.
Filtered searches on the GM Talent Match customerrelationship database (hosted by CiviCRM) yielded
instructive data sets relating to attendance at programme
events, the characteristics of engaged employers and
sector-specific employment outcomes for young people.

Critical Learning Expanded
1. Involve a diverse range of
employers in programme
partnerships and include
them in key decision making.
Establish mechanisms for clear
communications between these
employers and other stakeholder
groups.
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Employers were involved in the GM Talent Match
programme from the start by way of the programme’s
Partnership Board.
Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary Organisation
(GMCVO) led a partnership comprising private, public
and VCSE sector representatives. The Partnership Board
oversaw progress toward programme outcomes and
provided strategic oversight.
Employers were represented on the board by an
international business law firm and a leading UK
consumer co-operative. Their intended role was to advise
on best practice in corporate social responsibility (CSR)
and educate other business leaders about GMTalent
Match. They also provided a formal link with the Local
Enterprise Partnership.
Beyond the Partnership Board an Employers Champions
Group (ECG) operated as the strategic lead for the
employer engagement element of the programme. The
group’s responsibilities included:
 raising awareness of the GM Talent Match
programme and spreading the message about the
benefits of employing young people
 building the business case for engagement amongst
supply chains, clients and customers
 providing opportunities for young people and
addressing gaps in provision
At this point, all of the programme’s work with employers
– including management of, and recruitment for the ECG
- was managed by Business in the Community (BITC), a
business-community outreach charity.

It is important to first draw a distinction between
employer engagement and employer involvement.
The best definitions are offered by 2015 research into
how the 21 Talent Match partnerships across England
were working with employers.
Employer engagement is defined as: The “practical
issues of making contact with employers to raise
awareness of Talent Match, and to raise the possibility
of offering, training mentoring, work placements jobs to
young people.” 5
Employer involvement is defined as: The “strategic
involvement of employers and business-led organisations
on an ongoing basis.” 6

There was a strong case for commissioning BITC. Since
2001, BITC’s flagship employability programme, Ready
for Work, had supported disadvantaged people to enter
employment. Ready for Work’s target groups (long-term
unemployed, care leavers, ex-offenders) paralleled
the makeup of the GM Talent Match cohort. BITC also

5 Green, A., Atfield, G. and Barnes, S. (2015). Employer Involvement and Engagement Talent Match Case Study Theme Report. [online] Sheffield Hallam University. Available at: https://www4.shu.ac.uk/research/cresr/sites/shu.ac.uk/files/tm-employer-involvement-engagement-2015.pdf [Accessed 12 Dec. 2018].
6 Ibid.
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facilitated an extensive network of employers, working
with 850 companies.
Although BITC sat on the Partnership Board and did
allocate an employer engagement officer to GM Talent
Match, the Project Team reflected that the officer had not
been well-integrated and worked in silo to a large degree.
Under BITC’s stewardship the ECG fell short of achieving
its aims. The Project Team retrospectively acknowledged
that BITC were perhaps the not the best-fit choice for
the programme and had not been well linked into the
programme’s key decision-making processes.
BITC did record some noteworthy successes in their
planning and facilitation of events bringing young people
and employers together and these positives will be
examined later in this report.
The failures of the ECG was in large part due to a lack
of communication and understanding between the group
and Talent Coaches.
The ECG met 10 times through 2014 and three further
times in 2015. Minutes from meetings revealed that the
ECG believed coaches held negative opinions of them,
did not know how to engage with them, and did not have
a good enough understanding of growth sectors.
Employers were also not invited to Talent Coach Main
Forums – quarterly full-day events bringing all coaches
together. A Talent Coach representative did attend ECG
meetings but this was often the same individual. There
was no evidence of how this information was fed back to
other coaches.
In February 2014, Project Team members expressed
concerns around undersubscription to employer
interventions, reasoning that BITC were targeting too
many large employers:
“Coaches needed connections with smaller, local
employers. Opportunities and links with these people
could not be brokered because they did not have those
contacts.”
“Coaches were withdrawing their young people from
bespoke employer-led opportunities that had been set up,
because they felt they were not yet ready for these kinds
of opportunity.”
“Just because an employer says they wants to run an
opportunity in a certain way, we can’t just go along with
it because they are an employer. The opportunity might
not be appropriate and if a young person has a negative
experience, it can set them back.”
A year later the ECG were still echoing this concern:
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‘Whilst they are not disengaging so far, employers have
expressed concern that there isn’t enough beneficiary
engagement with opportunities being made available.’ 7
BITC’s own member organisations and networks (from
which the ECG were recruited) were overwhelmingly
larger companies and businesses. It is unsurprising then
that a strategy of targeting opportunities with big business
was pursued.
This disconnect between coach/young people needs and
opportunity provision may appear stark but in hindsight
it was only as the programme moved forward that the
‘ingredients’ of a useful opportunity became more
apparent. Achieving some programme goals did require
targeted work with larger businesses but as later learning
highlights, a balance is needed.
There was however a further lack of communication
between the ECG and Talent Coaches. This is
exemplified by a 2015 suggestion by the ECG. They
wanted coaches to meet targets to send a minimum
number of young people to employer-led engagement
sessions. When consulted before Talent Match launched,
young people were clear they did not want to be sent
opportunities that were not relevant to them or that they
were not ready for. As previously outlined, sending young
people to work-related opportunities before they are
ready can be detrimental.
The ECG’s ability and willingness to spread the message
about the benefits of employing young people is also
open to question. After participating in consultation
to promote the value of volunteering experience to
employers, ECG members were invented to a ‘trivolunteering’ event. At this there was the opportunity to
informally meet young people working as volunteers for a
day. No ECG members attended.
More clearly written expectations within the employer
engagement strategy could have solved some of
these communication issues and confusion around
expectations.
Although some ECG suggestions would go on to bear
fruit (the hosting of regular employer-led sessions for
Talent Coaches and the backing of ‘Big Conversation’
events to bring Talent Coaches, employers and young
people together) agreement was reached to disband the
ECG in 2015.
To rectify the situation a new Programme Manager
decided to include employer representatives on a
new Steering Group.The Steering Group considered
proposals for change from key stakeholder groups –
including a new wider Employer Group - and made
recommendations to the Programme Manager.
This Programme Manager believed that employer
involvement in the Steering Group lent a sense of
business realism to strategising. The values and

GMCVO (2015). May 2015 Partnership Board Report. Partnership Board Reports. Manchester: Greater Manchester Talent Match.
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motivations of these representatives were better
aligned with the programme in contrast to some ECG
members who, some Project Team members felt held
‘uncompromising’ views.
Explaining why her business
became involved in GM Talent
Match, a Steering Group member
said:

“It was extremely inspiring to hear from such a wide
range of young people and to hear their aspirations and
understand their potential.”
“I realised how many transferable skills young people
have today!”

I now have a better
understanding of what
some of the barriers
are for young people
and how we can help
as an employer.

“We became very aware that
many of our sub-contractors
were struggling to recruit to fill
vacancies. With the industry facing
skills shortages, this is a concern.
Coupling this with the knowledge
that there are some talented young
people who are struggling to find employment due to their
personal circumstances, it became clear that working with
Talent Match was the right thing to do.”
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“As an employer we need to be more
connected to youth in GM. I now have a
better understanding of what some of the
barriers are for young people and how we
can help as an employer.”
Hearing young people’s stories struck
a chord with several employers who
had shared similar experiences.
Speaking at a Talent Coach Forum,
an apprenticeships manager for a
leading financial services company
recalled overcoming her own barriers
to employment.

2. Bring employers and young
people together to create
new networks and facilitate
understanding.
This section will show how facilitating face-to-face
dialogue between employers and young people alters
misconceptions on both sides of the supply-demand
divide.
Throughout the programme GM Talent Match hosted
showpiece events bringing these parties together in
meaningful discussions on issues surrounding youth
unemployment.
At these events young people were encouraged to
share their experiences of being unemployed (and the
barriers they faced) but also their aspirations. Employers
were asked to talk about the qualities they looked for in
employees and the type of roles they had to offer.
The primary objective of these events was not for
young people to secure job offers from employers but
to challenge negative and uninformed perceptions that
young people and employers had of each other, and
create networking opportunities.
Four ‘Big Conversation’ events (2014, 2015, 2017 and
2018) and a ‘Career Inspiration Event’ followed this
format.
Interviews with event participants revealed how effectively
these events achieved these aims.
In feedback from the Big Conversation 2018, employers
said that speaking with young people had changed their
perspective of what it meant to be unemployed:

Another employer who attended The Big Conversation
in 2018 said: “I’m a care leaver myself and understand
some of the young people and the situations they have
been in… it was nice for me to show that the barriers
can be smashed down and you can have a successful
career.”
After the 2016 Career Inspiration Event, 70% of young
people felt more confident speaking to employers. After
a ‘Let’s Get You Hired’ workshop at this event, 17 out
of 22 young people who provided feedback agreed that
following the workshop, they had a better idea of how to
make a good impression to employers.
The format for the events was important in facilitating
interaction. Earlier events saw employers matched
with young people they were sat next to (as part of
open seating plans). Later events rotated employers
after round table activities with the aim of maximising
networking opportunities and conversation. Activities
whereby young people got to speak about themselves
and trumpet their skills and achievements proved
essential for building confidence.
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It is less clear how effectively these events improved
young people’s understanding of the range of jobs
available and awareness of industries where there are
opportunities. This was a discrete aim of the Careers
Inspiration event and the Big Conversation 2017.

Shoppers’ (events, in which young people assessed the
quality and clarity of real job adverts) and training for
support workers.

Although over half of young people interviewed after the
Careers Inspiration Event said they learnt about particular
jobs or careers that they didn’t know about beforehand,
the majority commented that a greater variety of
employers - representing a greater variety of sectors would have been more useful. The same reflection was
made after the Big Conversation 2017.

At the end of 2016, the Programme Manager decided
to appoint a full-time Employer Engagement Officer to
work from within the Project Team. This individual would
take the lead from BITC on the delivery of day-to-day
employer engagement activity but work alongside BITC in
the delivery of key engagement events.

Although feedback from employers, young people and
coaches indicates these events were a success in and
of themselves, the longer-term impact is more difficult to
determine.
In follow-up surveys to the 2015 Big Conversation,
23 employers completed pledges to tackle youth
unemployment. They pledged to provide mentoring
support (13), work experience (11), jobs/apprenticeships
(5), and access to a training place (3). Eleven of these
employers made good on their pledges. How indicative
this is of behavioural change is debatable. Many of the
employers in attendance had existing links with GM
Talent Match and were already providing opportunities.
After the Career Inspiration Event a small number of
Talent Coaches said that their young people applied for
jobs and had interviews. Some took up additional training
and a minority took up volunteering or work experience
opportunities. One coach said their young person had
been offered an apprenticeship since the event. In all
instances there may have been a causal link to having
attended the Career Inspiration Event.
There were however a small number of successes
undeniably linked to events. After the Big Conversation
2018, two young people were offered jobs from a
construction agency they had met at the event. Two more
young people began volunteering after ‘seeing the value’
in their digital skills from activities on the day.

3. Channel programme resources
in a way that maximises the
potential for change. As part of
this consider recruiting employer
engagement staff with clearly
delineated responsibilities.
Engaging with employers can be a resource-heavy
undertaking for youth employment programmes.
This section will be broken into four sub-sections. The
first introduces the role of the Employer Engagement
Officer. The other three explore how this staff member
and other resources were deployed across three facets
of programme delivery: employer workshops, ‘Mystery

Employer Engagement Officer

The responsibilities of the Employer Engagement Officer
included:
 creating sector based pathways for young people on
the programme designed to support them along a
journey to employment
 working with individual employers to support them to
develop alternative routes into employment in their
organisation
 developing productive relationships with existing
employers on the programme and to source new
employers where there are gaps
 organising the annual Big Conversation event
between Employers and young people
 organising regular events which bring Talent
Coaches together with Employers in the top 10
employment sectors in Greater Manchester
There was acknowledgement from the Project Team that
this was a considerable workload.
The situation was complicated when the first Employer
Engagement Officer (two were employed between
February 2017 and August 2018, the first was in post until
June 2018) soon found herself fielding individual requests
from Talent Coaches to broker opportunities. Although
doing so successfully, the Programme Manager pointed
out that such work had limited impact:
“You could spend half a week trying to manage one
young person’s journey with one small employer that
may never employ somebody else again. We have to
concentrate effort where the most reward is reaped.”
The Programme Manager did acknowledge that the
programme could have benefited from having two
employer engagement officers - one to facilitate employer
workshops and other engagement events, and another
to work alongside employers to create pathways to work.
The reasoning being that pathway creation is incredibly
labour intensive, as will be explored in critical learning
point 6.
The decision to employ an Employer Engagement Officer
was universally regarded as a positive move. Being
placed within the Project Team (as opposed to being
subcontracted), the officer understood the intricacies of
the relationships with host organisations and coaches
and was well informed about other programme activity.
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The first officer was commended for her ability to
construct strong relationships with employers and the
development of her negotiating skills:
“It’s all about relationships so you have to have people
who can develop strong relationships with employers.
You can be an approachable, likeable person that an
employer would see as professional but equally be strong
enough to negotiate with employers and be realistic with
them about what we need. [the Employer Engagement
Officer] did a good job of it. She was always very
approachable and very professional and learnt when
and why to push back when she had to.” - Programme
Manager

Employer workshops
It was agreed the Employer Engagement Officer’s main
focus would be organising events bringing multiple
employers and young people together in meaningful
discussions on issues surrounding youth employment.
Employer workshops had already proved a successful
means of doing this.
Up to this point, workshops had been planned and
delivered by BITC. Following the appointment of the
Employer Engagement Officer the workshops were jointly
coordinated. Six workshops took place in total.

Workshop themes
Looking beyond experience, how can you identify a
young candidate’s potential?
Breaking down the barriers to recruitment for
young people with multiple barriers
How can both young people and employers benefit
from mentoring schemes?
How employers can get the most of their apprenticeship programmes
Supporting disabled young people into employment
Celebration of programme successes
As was the case with Big Conversation events, the
involvement of young people at workshops – to discuss
their journey and barriers to work - was well-received by
employers.
Importantly, workshops provided attendees with toolkits
and tangible/implementable takeaways. Employers did
commit in principle to making changes, as evidenced by
event feedback:
“We will look at varying ways to develop apprentice
programmes.”
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“We will review our practice in relation to the great
examples heard today.”
The Employer Engagement Officer had limited time to
track if such changes took place. For some attendees,
the workshop represented their first in-person activity with
the programme. Hounding these employers could have
carried a risk of deterring further engagement.
Some returning employers did become key brokers of
opportunities for young people and presented talks at
later workshops.
Across the six workshops, 139 employers attended.
Of these, 24 returned to future workshops; meaning 115
individuals attended8. Getting that many employers in
one room to discuss means and ways of broadening
opportunities for marginalised young people, should be
considered a success.

‘Mystery Shoppers’
The need to challenge the suitability of recruitment
processes became apparent after early conversations
with employers.
“Enabling Greater Manchester employers to improve
recruitment processes” later became an explicit strategic
programme objective from 2016 through to the end of the
programme.
From 2016 the Project Team tapped into an existing
national campaign being managed by BITC. This
enabled the programme to push for change through a
formalised approach with wider reach (than say an ad
hoc employer by employer approach).
As part of the campaign, members of the GM Talent
Match Youth Panel took part in ‘Mystery Shopper’
workshops, in which they assessed the quality and clarity
of real job adverts.
As a first step in the recruitment process, the Project
Team discovered that job adverts can pose as
unnecessary hurdles to unemployed young people.
CIPD research from 2014 highlights some of these
hurdles:
”...recruitment processes with multiple stages, lengthy
and unclear job descriptions and person specifications,
numerous application forms and recruitment stages,
competency-based interviewing and workplace jargon are
all aspects which young people claim they struggle with
when applying for jobs.”9
There were five Mystery Shoppers and 34 companies’
recruitment websites and job adverts were assessed.
There were some tangible gains.

8 Some businesses/organisations were represented by more than one individual.
9 Cipd.co.uk. (2019). EMPLOYERS: LEARNING TO WORK WITH YOUNG PEOPLE A review of the CIPD’s Learning to Work programme. [online] Available at:
https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/employers-learning-to-work-with-young-people_2014-july_tcm18-10275.pdf [Accessed 16 Dec. 2018].
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Six companies made changes to their adverts and
recruitment processes. These included reducing the
amount of text in role descriptions, improving signposting
and removing jargon. A further 10 companies said they
were planning on implementing changes including adding
video profiles of young employees to their site, and
making their apprenticeship roles as prominent as their
graduate roles.
The Project Team attributed these successes to the
involvement of the Youth Panel:
“Employers are much more likely to heed the feedback
of the people they’re targeting, rather than just hearing it
from us.”
The ‘Mystery Shoppers’ were also perceived to offer
relatively ‘easy wins’ because of the limited demands on
resources.
In March 2019 the key characteristics of the Greater
Manchester Good Employer Charter were detailed by
Greater Manchester Combined Authority. Fair recruitment
is a prominent theme within the charter.
To sign up as charter ‘member’ and ‘advocate’ employers
will have to demonstrate “excellent practice recruitment
practices & progression”. With this in mind, GM Talent
Match’s follow-up programme, Greater Manchester’s
Hidden Talent, will continue to advocate for more open
and inclusive recruitment practices.

Training for support workers
Bringing the Talent Coach cohort together for shared
training was a means of ensuring a consensus on the
programme’s approach to employer engagement.
In the Talent Coach role description, Coaches’ employer
engagement responsibilities were laid out. Although
aspects of employer engagement were centralised and
led by the Project Team, there was an expectation that
coaches would proactively work with employers.
On a practical level engagement work had to be
devolved. The Project Team could not feasibly broker
employer relationships for up to 70 coaches at a time,
working across 10 metropolitan boroughs.
Coaches had their own (sometimes pre-existing) links
with local employers and were best-placed to work
with employers around a young person’s employment
expectations, capabilities and barriers.
Talent Coaches did though, have widely varying levels
of careers advice experience prior to working on the
programme. Host Organisations with good employment
outcomes were much more likely to emplpoy coaches
with backgrounds in youth work or employment support,
whereas in organisations with lower employment
outcomes, coaches had a variety of career histories.
All of the coaches recruited in the first round of
commissioning received training addressing the
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mismatch between employers’ expectations of young
people during the recruitment process and young
people’s understanding of what is expected of them.
Labour market analysts also gave presentations on
growth sectors as part of the same training.
Because coaches were recruited throughout the
programme, the Project Team arranged for further
employer-focused training to take place.
Employer Engagement
Training in September 2016,
looked at four different areas:
understanding employers,
engaging employers,
developing a winning mindset and building employer
relationships.

...alterations like
job carving and
new communication
strategies can benefit
all employees.

After the training, all Talent
Coaches said that their
level of confidence in approaching and engaging
employers had risen. They also reported improvements
in confidence around choosing appropriate employers to
engage, assessing what type of business they’re talking
to, identifying gatekeepers and understanding employers’
motivators for supporting the programme.
To ensure that young people knew how to market
themselves to employers, Talent Coaches were also
invited to attend regular training to better guide their
young people in CV-writing and tackling interviews.
One of the Programme Managers felt that the
commissioning model of the programme made it hard
to ensure that Coaches who needed to attend voluntary
employer engagement training, actually did:
“There were so many organisations to sub-contract
to and we had no real teeth about how they work. We
couldn’t make them work in a certain or have those
conversations that involve saying “Look, why aren’t you
using this service?” We also did not have time to do that
because there’s too many of them.”

Talent Coaches were compelled to attend quarterly Main
Forums to share knowledge, good practice and receive
programme updates. From the December 2015 Forum
onwards, ‘Now Hiring’ briefing sessions were built into the
Main Forum morning sessions. At these, employer-led
workshops provided coaches with news on job availability
and what skills, qualities and qualifications employers
are looking for. Attendance at ‘Now Hiring’ sessions was
optional and again, the Project Team believed that those
coaches who stood to benefit the most were not always
in the room.
‘Now Hiring’ also incorporated presentations from GM
Talent Match programme partners, New Economy,
exploring labour market information and projected sector
growth.
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Transport, Health and Social Care, Hospitality and
Tourism, Creative and New Media, Retail and Creative
Media were all represented by employers at the Now
Hirings. Representation was predominantly from large
companies/organisations.
Feedback from coaches was predominantly very positive.
For example after the first session, all coaches reported
that their knowledge of the transport and logistics sector
had increased as a results of the session and 87% said
that they would be able to use information from the
session in their role.
The Employer Engagement Officer did record occasions
later in the programme when employers dropped out
of ‘Now Hiring’ events at the eleventh hour. Reasons
given included business needs and family illness. This
emphasises the realities of engaging with employers
and as much as there may be a will to work with youth
employment initiatives, it is not always a priority for
employers.

Yes, we need to consider the
weighting social value has in
tendering, but it adds far more to
society if we engage with young
people who are a long way from
the workplace - Employer
In preparedness for possible dropout, the Employer
Engagement Officer made efforts to invite two employers
to each ‘Now Hiring.’ Where a second employer was not
available, training providers were invited.
With the benefits this engagement activity abundantly
clear, future programmes should consider including
it as part of compulsory, systematic training menu for
Coaches.

4. Build a business case for
employers that stresses the
benefits of engaging with
unemployed young people.
As much as there is increasing focus on ethical business
practice, profitability ranks at the top of most businesses’
primary concerns. Principles of innovation, growth and
accumulation predominate in capitalist markets.
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In this climate, stressing the mutual benefits of
engagement for employers - whereby due attention
is paid to businesses’ resourcing needs – needs to
underpin engagement work.
GM Talent Match could not dictate terms to employers by
fighting their beneficiaries’ corner with scant regard for
business needs.
HR logics10 go some way to explaining why employers
choose to engage with voluntary youth labour market
initiatives. The rationale of HR logic concerns the
development of staff: planning for future staffing and skills
needs and fulfilling current staffing demands.
Many of the engagement events facilitated by GM
Talent Match honed in on staffing needs. An Employer
Workshop focused on apprenticeships, made the case for
employing apprentices by showing how apprentices can
plug skills gaps. This workshop also highlighted the fact
that employing young people can precipitate the cultural
change that businesses need to stay relevant.
Two employers who engaged particularly well with the
GM Talent Match were construction companies. One
sat on the Steering Group and the other worked closely
with the Employer Engagement Officer to develop an
employment pathway. Although both businesses had
strong CSR agendas, both explained how skills shortages
were a prime motivator in their engagement:
“Many of our sub-contractors were struggling to recruit to
fill vacancies, at a time when the industry is facing skills
shortages.”
“We want to attract young people full stop. We are facing
a skills shortage as more and more people retire from the
sector.”
Both of these companies had extensive supply chains
and worked with numerous subcontractors. This enabled
the named CSR/community engagement leads to coordinate opportunity creation across a diverse range of
roles.
Another Employer Workshop discussed how to open
opportunities for disabled young people and paid explicit
acknowledgement to business needs. One of the
speakers, a Talent Coach, said to gathered employers:
“Reasonable adjustments to existing work practices are
exactly that – reasonable. Employers have a business
to run and our suggestions do not obstruct or impede.
From experience we know that alterations like job
carving and new communication strategies can benefit all
employees.”
CIPD research11 points out that while many organisations
try prioritise diversity and inclusion, action is often not

10 Simms, M. (2017) ‘Understanding employer engagement in youth labour market policy in the UK’. Human Resource Management Journal doi:
10.1111/1748-8583.121555
11 Cipd.co.uk. (2018). [online] Available at: https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/diversity-and-inclusion-at-work_2018-summary_tcm18-44150.pdf [Accessed 19
Feb. 2019].
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guided by clear knowledge of what works, and under
what conditions. This is where guides of best practice12
should be shared with employers.

To inspire employers to commit to youth-friendly
employment principles, existing good practice should be
recognised.

A unique selling point of GM Talent Match for employers
was the level of in-work mentoring support that Talent
Coaches could provide to young people. For example,
a beneficiary began working as a software development
apprentice at the BBC in 2016. Initially, his team
manager explained that other members of the team were
concerned by the young person’s lack of eye contact interpreting it as a sign of not listening to them. It was in
fact a symptom of his Asperger Syndrome.

GM Talent Match were delivery partners of the Talent
Match Mark. Launched by Youth Employment UK in
2017, with funding from the Big Lottery Fund, the Mark
draws on principles of youth friendly employment (created
in 2012 by Youth Employment UK) and uses the learning
from the 21 Talent Match regions.

The team manager contacted the young person’s Talent
Coach. The Coach offered tips and advice around the
condition and how best to support the young person.
The Coach also discussed the situation with the young
person. They agreed he should tell his team about his
Asperger’s.

The Mark recognised the competing demands on
employers by being graded at different levels; reflecting
the extent of youth friendly practice. Where awards were
presented on GM Talent Match, the Project Team were
able to share successes across multiple communication
channels.

Other Talent Match partnerships have highlighted the
reassurance in-work support offers employers (https://
bit.ly/2SDqOq9 pp.24-25).
It should be noted that not all young people want
employers to know they are receiving in-work support.
Some feel it could be a stigma that would place them at
a disadvantage because the employer would ‘look down’
on them. This speaks of the need to create a culture of
openness between employers and young people.
Conversely, for some employers the fact that young
people may not be work ready is actually a draw:
“Working with Talent Match is very different from going
to an agency where people are already ready for work.
Other employment programmes are sometimes about
churning out the numbers – Talent Match did not feel like
this.” - Employer
The requirements of the 2013 Social Value Act should be
factored into appeals to employers’ business needs.
Since the act, public bodies in England must consider
how commissioned and procured services improve the
economic, social and environmental well-being of the
area. Many local authorities have increased their social
value scoring criteria for procurements (Manchester City
Council assigned a minimum 20% of the scoring to social
value in 201613).
As part of this appeal youth employment programmes
should affirm that delivering social value – by employing
young people - makes good business sense. Advantages
include increased staff morale, and productivity. Different
perspectives, backgrounds and experiences can also
inform the development of new or enhanced products or
services and open up new market opportunities.

From 2019 the Greater Manchester Employment
Charter will have a tiered approach to help support and
encourage employers to share excellent practice. The
key characteristics of this practice tally with the principles
GMCVO would want employers to aspire to. As such
the Greater Manchester’s Hidden Talent programme
will avoid duplicating standards by not awarding it’s own
‘good employer’ accreditation scheme.
The fact that beneficiaries on youth employment
programmes commonly have no or lower level
qualifications need not be a negative. Speaking at
an Employer Workshop, a law firm CSR manager
explained how her team had raised the question of
why the business were appointing graduates to entry
level positions that did not require a degree. There was
consensus that although better qualified, these young
people would soon move on and the recruitment process
would need to begin again. Clearly taking on young
people who were a better fit for the role would have a
positive impact on retention.

12 Melling, K. (2018). Executive Summary: An Employers Guide to Supported Employment. [online] Ndti.org.uk. Available at: https://www.ndti.org.uk/uploads/
files/Executive_Summary_v2_Employer_Guide_toSupported_Employment.pdf [Accessed 20 Mar. 2019].
13 Secure.manchester.gov.uk. (2017). [online] Available at: https://secure.manchester.gov.uk/download/meetings/id/24417/2_implementation_of_social_value_across_the_combined_authority_and_greater_manchester_councils [Accessed 4 Jan. 2019].
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5. Strike the balance between
engaging different sized
employers.
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“The visit really opened their eyes to the fact that there
are some great administration roles within the less
corporate environment of construction” – Talent Coach

Experiences on GM Talent Match show that different
sized employers are more able to facilitate certain types
of opportunity for young people than others.

A common theme in feedback was how useful young
people found it to meet companies’ current trainees and
apprentices:

Larger employers – with their sophisticated HR structures
and staffing capacity - could coordinate structured
pathways to employment and host World of Work visits.

“They also found it very encouraging that the young
apprentice that they met had moved from bar work, to
being a waiter and then working as a TA in school and
was still accepted for a role in banking.” – Talent Coach

Conversely, smaller employers were shown to be able
to respond with more agility to ad hoc requests for work
trials and informal meet-ups.

Larger employers

Another benefit of World of Works visits being hosted
by larger employers was the breadth of roles these
sometimes complex organisations could introduce young
people to.

It was hoped visits to employers would assist young
people in developing skills for the workplace and offer an
overview of careers available within an organisation.

As will be explored in Critical Learning point 6, World
of Work visits could serve as the first step on an
employment pathway.

‘World of Work’ visits were therefore coordinated by the
Project Team and programme partners to prepare young
people for the world of employment.

Smaller employers

Formats were tailored to suit employers, but typically,
after an introduction to an organisation; young people
would tour premises, meet key staff, ask questions and
sometimes perform a task linked to the business.
Of the 15 World of Work Visits arranged 13 were with
larger employers.14 As explained smaller employers
lacked the capacity to host visits. In the majority of
instances these visits were arranged because the Project
Team could liaise with a named individual such as a
CSR manager, Apprenticeships and Training Schemes
Manager etc. These staff do not exist within smaller
businesses.
The quality of the visit content bears emphasising.
Activities included getting hands on with cutting edge
virtual reality technology, app designing and engaging in
practical construction activities on live construction sites.
Without slipping into gimmickry, this interactivity managed
to inspire young people.
Although feedback from attendees was inconsistently
recorded, it was positive. One beneficiary described
a visit as a great event, saying she gained “Increased
confidence, increased employability skills, increased
knowledge of the workplace and increased
communication skills”.
The residual impact of this positivity is difficult to ascertain
and then relate to employment outcomes - but the impact
of meeting employers face-to-face can be profound. For
some young people it opened their eyes to opportunities
they would not have otherwise been aware of:

Having identified the need to link more local employers
with Talent Coaches, GMCVO commissioned A ‘Local
employer Support Project’. This would build relationships
between smaller employers and Coaches in all 10
metropolitan boroughs of GM.
Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce (GMCC) – a
programme partner - were chosen to deliver the project
starting in January 2018. GMCC is the UK’s largest
accredited Chamber, representing over 5,000 businesses
that together employ over 400,000 people. Over 96% of
these businesses are SMEs.
Having such a conduit to businesses was a chance to
ease the weight of opportunity brokering on the Employer
Engagement Officer’s shoulders.
GMCC’s principle engagement strategies were:
 sourcing employers to speak at Talent Coach Local
Area Forums15
 encouraging coaches to attend GMCC’s regular
Action for Business (A4B) networking events to
speak to local employers16
GMCC sourced 20 employers to attend Local Forum
Events.
GMCC’s process for sourcing employers did not
necessitate that they have immediate opportunities to
offer to young people:
“We got in touch with employers we knew had employed
apprentices before, but wanted to know about GM Talent
Match. There were also employers that have not had any

14 More than 250 employees and turnover over £50 million
15 There were six separate Forums (based around geography), each meeting quarterly.
16 Although these were wider networking events (they did not have a specific youth employment agenda), GM Talent Match was promoted at each gathering.
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youth engagement previously or were just putting it into
practice. So they wanted to know how the Talent Match
programme could help with that as well – GMCC staff.
However, of these 20 employers, 11 arrived with
concrete opportunities available. These were a mix of
training courses, apprenticeships, traineeships and
volunteering opportunities. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to determine if any of these were taken up as
this information was not tracked. Coaches had also left
the programme when the employer attendance stats were
received.
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Small Employer Case Study
A business owner was a patron of a youth
organisation in Bolton who employed Talent
Coaches. The owner had openings for
apprentices within the business and was
willing to offer a two-week trial to two GM
Talent Match beneficiairies.
“You can sit down and interview for hours and
hours but when you see someone on the job,
the true person is revealed,” said the owner.
“It’s a chance for the young people to prove
what they can do and to see if they enjoy the
work.”
The owner explained that he understood the
risk of taking on young people who were
long-term unemployed.

Over the course of the year, GM Talent Match was
promoted at 38 A4B events (evenly spread across all GM
boroughs) with 2242 business attendees. There were 34
A4B attendances by Talent Coaches. Given there were
between 50 and 60 active Talent Coaches throughout this
period attendances were relatively low.
A potential explanation was posited by a Talent Coach:
“The first one (A4B) I went to, I didn’t know what to
expect and I was a bit like, oh my god, these are
business people, I’m a youth worker, it’s very ... I felt, I
guess, hierarchical, almost. And the first one, I was like,
just scoping it out, you know, just kind of a bit quieter.”
The same Coach quoted above attended multiple A4B
events in boroughs other than the one in which her
organisation was based. This was a positive experience
for her, allowing her to meet employers she would not
have had a link to otherwise.
Although the contacts made at A4Bs had not yet led
to work placements for her young people, another
Coach acknowledged that, “Getting an opportunity for
a young person does not happen off the back of one
conversation.”
This comment is true to a degree - asking too much, too
soon could result in employers disengaging. That said,
some smaller employers potentially have more freedom
than larger ones when arranging ad hoc conversations
with young people work experience:

“I know there will be setbacks - these guys
may not be used to the expectations of a
workplace. You need to be willing to spend
the time drumming the business side of things
into them. I knew before taking the guys on
that they would be ready though – I knew
the coach would not have put forward young
people who weren’t.”
As a non-levy paying employer, the business
shared the cost of training and assessing the
apprentices with government - paying 10%
with government paying 90%.
Although he had previously been able to
access the GM Apprenticeship Grant for
Employers, whereby he received £1500 for
taking on eligible apprentices – the fact he
now had to co-fund his apprentices was not
a deterrent:“We feel it is vitally important to
give our young people a chance to succeed.
Both Talent Match apprentices have proved
massively beneficial to the company’s
growth.”
“Coffees and chats were easier for small to medium
enterprises to accommodate. You have one point of
contact and don’t have to navigate a HR policy. SMEs
could also offer work experience without having to
change their HR processes.” – GM Talent Match
Employer Engagement Officer
The Employer Engagement Officer also cited two
examples of calling local employers (a wine bar and a
newsagents) on behalf Coaches. Both offered young
people work experience. Despite this success, this
approach to brokering was discouraged because of how
time consuming it could be.
Throughout the programme there were cases of smaller
employers wanting a ready-made solution i.e. someone
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to walk into a role and excel from day one. The risk factor
of bringing individuals with difficult life circumstances
into a small team is understandable but as seen in the
previous page’s case study, there are SMEs willing to
take a chance.

6. Take advantage of existing
employment pathways.
One of the programme’s outcome targets was the
creation of ‘Sustainable coordinated and supported
pathways into work for the most disadvantaged young
people’ these would ‘remain in place after the programme
ends.’
A Big Lottery funding requirement of each Talent
Match partnership was the creation of ‘Improved and
co-ordinated local pathways to get young people into
positive economic activity.’
The word ‘pathways’ requires explanation. It refers to
a discrete course of action established by an employer
or connected group of employers that supports a young
person through a scaffolded programme of engagement.
The process is predicated on the guarantee of concrete
job opportunities for suitable candidates.
Establishing a new pathway from a standing start proved
to be to be a time-consuming and labour intensive
process for the Project Team. This section champions
the idea that greater success can be achieved by
tapping into existing pathways.
Before strategising around new pathways could begin,
the Project Team felt that a well-established relationship
with an employer was needed: “You have to develop
those relationships over a long period of time…to get to
the point where they are happy to look at a pathway.”
In short, asking too much, too soon could result in
employers disengaging. Accordingly, the Project Team
propagated the concept of a ‘pyramid of engagement’,
whereby initial asks and suggestions to employers are
not too demanding:
“The first time you meet with an employer you just
perhaps asked them to attend a workshop - an hour
of their time. Some then start to think ‘actually, I quite
like the sound of that’ and say, ‘yes you can contact me
again’. You contact them again and ask if they could offer
a coffee and a chat to a young person. Increase the ask
gradually.” - Employer Engagement Officer
Once a reliable and sympathetic (it sometimes took time
to make employers aware of the needs and life situation
of beneficiaries) contact is established, needs analysis
needs to determine:
 If there would be enough interest from young people?
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 What kind of opportunity provision is feasible for the
employer?
 How progression and support would be built into the
pathway?
 What kind of jobs are available at the end of the
pathway?
This posed a huge resourcing challenge for one
Employer Engagement Officer navigating the latter
stages of programme delivery.
Even where there is potential for new pathways to get off
the ground there is risk:
 A potential health and social care pathway was halted
when the key contact on the supply-side saw her
priorities changed after an internal restructure.
 A potentially pathway with a leading construction
group also proved susceptible to failure as result of
staffing changes. The pathway was being organised
by a GM Talent Match Employer Engagement Officer
who left her post. The first step in the pathway –
World of Work visits – were facilitated by a part-time
Employer Engagement Officer, but he too moved to a
new post before the next steps in the pathway could
be pursued.
GM Talent Match experienced greater success when
taking advantage of existing pathways.
In 2015 GM Talent Match worked with the community
resourcing manager of a leading food retailer to link in
with a pathway model the retailer was already using with
schools and colleges. Local stores with vacancies were
identified. These stores would offer young people 10 days
of supervised work experience.
Pre-induction, young people received an information
pack outlining the structure of each day. The pack also
included guidance on getting to the store, and a detailed
but easy-to-understand checklist of pre-placement ‘todo’s. These kind of pre-placement materials are incredibly
valuable to young people with limited experience of the
workplace, in that they settle nerves and make
expectations clear.
The work experience on this retail pathway was seen
as part of the recruitment process: if young people
completed tasks satisfactorily, they would be guaranteed
an interview.
The Programme Manager did point out that a lack of
management around the pathway led to a disconnect
between the retailer and Talent Coaches. This saw young
people being placed onto the pathway who were not yet
work-ready:
“The engagement provider set up the employer end
and then hoped that the rest would work. There was no
guidance for Coaches as to which young people should
go on it.”
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This highlights the importance of clear cross-stakeholder
communication in the establishment of pathways.
GM Talent Match also tapped into a pre-existing pathway
being run by a leading broadcaster. Following a World of
Work taster day, beneficiaries had the chance to move
onto this corporation’s in-house employability scheme.
This offered young people a closer look at apprenticeship
schemes, CV’s, assessment days, interview questions
and group exercises. It was felt the scheme was a
particularly good match for GM Talent Match because
it included a paid pre-apprenticeship programme that
specifically targeted local young people with no/low level
qualifications and/or little work experience.
Moving forward, there is the chance for Greater
Manchester’s Hidden Talent to access a non-profit
programme being run by a global management
consultancy. The GM Talent Match Youth Panel were
involved in the consultation for this programme, which
will match disadvantaged young people (in Greater
Manchester) to entry-level roles in nursing and IT
engineering.

7. Wherever possible evidence
outcomes to shape future delivery
and influence policy makers
Throughout this research the importance of individual
testimony and case studies has been made abundantly
clear. This qualitative evidence is vital in changing hearts
and minds on both sides of the supply-demand divide.
Gathering comprehensive employment outcome statistics
can take things a step further. By analysing if young
people’s journeys on GM Talent Match bore any relation
to wider regional employment trend, suggestions can
be made as to how future engagement work might be
conducted and how.

Sector outcomes and wages
Analysing the average earnings of beneficiaries
is complicated by the fact the GM Talent Match
demographic spans different minimum wage age bands,
which have undergone five annual changes since the
programme began. However, it can be surmised that
beneficiaries were earning below average for their age
range and close to the minimum wage.
The average hourly wage of a young person who entered
employment across the programme was £7.01.
For young people entering employment after April 2018,
the average hourly rate was £7.55. In contrast the
National Minimum Wage for this period was £7.38 for 2124 year olds and £5.90 for 18-20 year-olds.The average
hourly salary for 18-21 year olds across the UK in 2018
was £8.86
These lower wages are partly explained by the
fact the two most common sectors for young
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• The average hourly wage of
a young person who entered
employment across the
programme was £7.01
• For young people entering
employment after April 2018,
the average wage was £7.55
• The average hourly salary
for 18-21-year olds across
the UK in 2018 was £8.86
people to move into were Retail and Commercial
Enterprise (20%) and Hospitality and Catering (16%).
Interestingly there was no representation from these
sectors at employer workshops. In contrast, the two
most represented sectors were Government and Local
Authority (31%) and Health Public Services and Care
(21%).
It can be conjected that Retail and Commercial Enterprise
and Hospitality and Catering representatives did not
attend workshops due to business needs. Across GM,
72% of Accommodation and Food Services and Retail
businesses are classed as small firms (fewer than 50
employers). As previously acknowledged, smaller firms
have less highly developed HR structures and sometimes
lack the staffing capacity to attend events during business
hours/
It could be argued these sectors are less concerned with
developing a talent pipeline because they are inherently
subject to higher turnover and can readily access
relatively cheap labour.
When comparing GM Talent Match sector outcomes with
growth and ‘priority’ sectors across Greater Manchester,
there is a very apparent disconnect.
According to ONS statistics the occupations that have
seen the most growth since the start of the GM Talent
Match programme are, Managers, Directors and Senior
Officials, Professional Occupations and Associate
Professional & Technical roles.
Greater Manchester’s Work and Skills Strategy (20162019) priority sectors (in terms of supporting a ‘modern,
knowledge-driven economy and accelerating growth’)
are Manufacturing, Financial & Professional Services
(including Business Services), Digital and Creative
Industries, and Health Innovation.
These are roles and sectors not being accessed by the
vast majority of GM Talent Match beneficiaries. There are
not easy-fix solutions to this.
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Sector representation at employer workshops & sectors where
beneficiaires entered employment*
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The government is currently working with Greater
Manchester Combined Authority to develop a soon-to-belaunched Local Industrial Strategy.
This strategy should commit to developing policies and
interventions that compliment the GM Strategy’s aim of
ensuring, “...quality jobs, quality provision and career
progression are embedded as core outcomes of all skills
and work contracts.”17
Whilst publicly-funded business support is often restricted
to ‘growth’ sectors, our findings suggest the need for
need for experimentation to determine how best to
support better jobs in low-pay sectors. Clear career
progression pathways would appear to be essential in
order to create increases in wages and where this is
achieved, best practice case studies should be shared.
Studies have pointed out that Brexit could present an
opportunity here. The UK Government plans to replace
EU structural funds (which play a part in limiting funding
to growth sectors) with a ‘shared prosperity fund’. This
presents an opportunity to reconsider how government
funding can help high employment/low-pay sectors.
Clearly much of this responsibility for change falls to
policy makers, however, the Greater Manchester’s
Hidden Talent programme could look to support increased
engagement with Retail and Hospitality businesses.

These sectors are capable of wonderfully innovative
approaches (a former Talent Coach built a catering
business model predicated upon employing ex-offenders)
and sharing case studies will be important to show what
is possible.
As of Spring 2019, GMCC had committed to publishing
a work guide for SMEs to assist them with what a good
work experience placement looks like and also to help
employers that have not had work experience young
people previously. This could be of immense benefit to
these sectors.

Apprenticeships
On GM Talent Match, 16% of young people who entered
work, did so as an apprentice.
Apprenticeship starts for all 19-24 year olds in Greater
Manchester have been following a downward trend since
peaking in 2011/12.18 This mirrors the national picture.
The 2017 Apprenticeship Levy was part of a government
strategy to achieve three million new apprenticeship
starts by 2020.

17 Greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk. (2017). [online] Available at: https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/1084/greater_manchester_summary___full_
version.pdf [Accessed 8 Mar. 2019]
18 Webcache.googleusercontent.com. (2018). Economy Scrutiny Minutes 3 January 2018. [online] Available at: https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/
search?q=cache:2nMxuublmw4J:https://secure.manchester.gov.uk/download/meetings/id/24536/download_the_minutes+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk [Accessed 5 Feb. 2019].
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Although change is afoot regionally and nationally to
increase uptake and quality, these modifications risk
apprenticeships becoming inaccessible for long term
unemployed young people.
*details available for 624 of the 634 young people who entered employment

The Greater Manchester Work and Skill Priorities 2016-

Apprenticeship outcomes
101

624
GMTM beneficiairies who entered employment*
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It is vital that future employment programmes for longterm unemployed young people continue to monitor
apprenticeship outcomes to assess how viable-a-route
they are.
In lieu of imminent changes to the apprenticeship levy
transfer facility (increasing the annual appreniceship
levy transfer facility from 10 to 25 per cent), programmes
should encourage large levy-paying employers to transfer
funds to smaller organisations in their supply chain.
Entering full-time pay at a higher rate than the
apprenticeship rate will appeal more to some young
people 20 and flexible approaches such as part-time
apprenticeships would allow for young people to earn
above the apprenticeship wage in other part-time jobs

Accuracy of recording

GMTM beneficiairies employed as apprentices

Sector and wage details were available for 568 of the 634
young people who entered employment.

19 committed to significantly increase the number
and quality of apprenticeships in Greater Manchester.
However, the shift in the balance of provision in GM
was increasingly towards advanced and higher level
apprenticeships in growth sectors.

The name and location of jobs was inconsistently
submitted on the CRM database, meaning mapping of
employment outcomes across GM boroughs could not
take place. The database did not include a field to record
the size of employers.

Nationally, apprenticeship frameworks are being phased
out by ‘standards’. Standards already approved and in
development are weighted more towards higher level
apprenticeships (when compared with the frameworks
available pre-levy). The March 2019 Greater Manchester
Independent Prosperity Review advocates a regional
increase in the number of young people entering
‘technical’ apprenticeships. The review makes the point
that moving from an intermediate (Level 2) to a higher
level apprenticeship (Level 3) is worth up to £3,000 in
additional salary over three years.19

There were also no fields for location or business size
– this information could only be taken from payslips
and letters from employers - and level of apprenticeship
details were not recorded.
The Project Team did gather much more thorough
employer and job information as part of partnership
project with Salford City Council to deliver an employer
incentive pilot project. This offered financial incentives to
employers to recruit eligible young Salford residents.

Only 28% of GM Talent Match beneficiaries held five
GCSEs at A*- C (Level 2 qualifications) This drops to 27
% of hidden beneficiaries. Some industries will require
higher level apprenticeship starters to hold three GCSEs
A*-C and some may want more.

Details pertaining to sector type; business size; the
number of 18-24-year-olds currently employed; contract
type; hours per week; start date and whether the role was
existing or newly created, were all recorded. Although
employment outcomes were lower than hoped for on the
pilot (funding was in place for 40 young people to secure
work but only seven did) 21, this kind comprehensive data
collection enables programmes to determine if there are
wage/role/employer-type trends.

For the GM Talent Match apprentices for whom specific
job details were available, only 12% entered in so-called
technical sectors.

It is therefore recommended this information is
systematically recorded on future employment
programmes.

Making this jump may simply not be possible for the GM
Talent Match demographic.

Directing Coaches and employers toward preapprenticeship pathway providers and tailored
traineeships can create pathways to overcome these
entry requirements. Work preparation/employability
training will continue always key factor in supporting
the progression of trainees into employment or an
apprenticeship.
19 Greater Manchester Independent Prosperity Review. (2019). [online]
isuu, p.48. Available at: https://issuu.com/greatermcr/docs/gmipr_reviewersreport_web_20190208 [Accessed 21 Mar. 2019].

20 Tackling unemployment among disadvantaged young people Research for
Centrepoint. (2016). [online] Institute for Employment Studies, p.3. Available
at: https://www.employment-studies.co.uk/system/files/resources/files/
cpt0316.pdf [Accessed 12 Dec. 2017].
21 An explanation for low uptake was provided by coaches from an organisation who despite being eligible, did not use the initiative. They claimed that
they did not have young people ready to move into work at the time. Another
possible explanation is that Coaches were not confident in approaching employers to explain the grant system.

